Autumn Term Extended Task Year 5 and 6
Your extended task gives you nine different options to complete this term.
You can choose any of the tasks that you wish to complete but you must
choose a different one each time. The list of hand in dates are below,
where on each of the dates I expect one task to be handed in that is
different from the previous piece. Work should be of a high standard and
can be completed as a family if you wish. Of course, if the children
would like to do more than four then they can! Please refrain from
handing all four in at once. The dates are spread out to allow the children
to focus on their other homework commitments at the same time.
Homework Piece 1 is due: Friday 4th October 2019
Homework Piece 2 is due: Friday 25th October 2019
Homework Piece 3 is due: Friday 15th November 2019
Homework Piece 4 is due: Friday 6th December 2019
Numeracy Task
Research the Viking
and create a time line

Literacy Task

Art Task

Research and write at

Draw/ trace two

of key events

least 10 facts about

different types Viking

throughout their time.

the Vikings. Add

weapons to compare.

images and labels.

ICT Task

History Task

Food Task

Find out about key

Do some research on

Research what the

Viking inventions and

Viking Kings. Choose

Vikings ate and

make a PowerPoint/

one King and write a

recreate a recipe (you

Poster or Information

biography about him.

need to write it out)

Leaflet to inform me

and pictures of you

all about them.

making it into your
book.

Geography Task

DT task

Draw or trace a world

Create a game that

map. Mark the

children could have

countries which were
taken over by the
Vikings.

played when the Vikings
were around. If you are
stuck, you can make a
replica of an existing
Viking game.

Reading Task
Read a novel/ story
either based in or
written in the Viking
times. Write a summary
of the book for others.

